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Our security, health and well-being on this planet are increasingly interwoven with an intricate fabric of digital and technological innovations.
Sustaining and advancing this fabric calls for pioneering researchers. Men and women who combine leading-edge knowledge with strong personal skills, such as empathy, broad-mindedness and a readiness to tackle global challenges in international teams. Professionals eager and able to turn bits and bytes into solutions for society.
At the University of Twente’s Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science (EEMCS), we are already cultivating this new calibre of socially engaged technology builders. You can find more information about our faculty on these webpages. 
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The EEMCS movie
The EEMCS faculty at the University of Twente is cultivating a new calibre of socially engaged technology builders. It does so by combining three strong research disciplines: computer science, electrical engineering and mathematics. How? Check out the EEMCS movie.





News & Events


Peter Veltink interim dean for the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science (EEMCS)



The World of Ontology

Organisations, governments or scientists often have questions that can only be answered by combining data from different sources, produced by different people at different moments in time. A key tool to tackle this challenge is rooted in an ancient philosophical concept known as Ontology. Originating with Aristotle in the 4th century BC, Ontology involves developing a system of categories to analyse and understand the essence of things across different domains. Some ontological questions include: What defines an object, event, or process? How do parts of objects compare to parts of events? What does it mean for something to cause another? Can events change? Do future events exist? What changes can something undergo and remain the same?




Interview | Helping addiction patients to detox at home

Students or researchers? UT doctoral candidates fall into a category of their own. In ‘PhD stories’, U-Today put their work in the spotlight. This episode gives the stage to Huub Lievestro who is developing a 'Detox@Home' system.




Review of the development of electrocardiography

SYMPOSIUM: REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY




Joost Kok leaves UT to become vice-dean at TUe

Prof J.N. (Joost) Kok is leaving the University of Twente with effect from 15 May. Joost has been the dean of UT's Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science (EEMCS) since February 2018. He will continue his career at TU Eindhoven, where he will become vice-dean of the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science. He will be active as a professor of Applied Data Science for one day a week.



More news
Events

21Mar
Photonics Circuits and Microsystems Career Day
28Mar
PhD Defence Jens Hönen | Local Energy Trading for Microgrids - Modeling Human Behavior, Uncertainty and Grid Constraints
09Apr
Robotics Day 2024
27Jun
TechMed Research Day
21Aug
Kick-In 2024
07Nov
Risk & Resilience Festival


More Events



Student and employee pages
For students, the Student Services Contact Centre is the central point of contact for student news, prodecures, links to systems used by students, etc. The employee portal contains news, events and links to web applications for employees. News and events in the employee portal may contain general UT information, but also specific items for your faculty/department or building. Subscribe to other topics of interest to personalise it even more.

	Student information (utwente.nl/students)
	Employee information (utwente.nl/serviceportal)
	Submit news/events


Working at EEMCS

All vacancies

Historic Study Collection
Historic Study Collection
The study collection of the faculty of EEMCS was set up in 1979 within the department of electrical engineering - as a continuation of private activities - to prevent older equipment from being lost.
Read more


.


Related links

	UT Publications (PURE)
	PhD defences & inaugural lectures
	BSc diploma graduation


EEMCS colloquia


More
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